
 



 



(1) 

TUNA + OZLEM SUPPLEMENTARY DOCUMENT 

1)discards           odd/even (suit preference on occasions) 

2)count & carding   standart (3rd seat openings can be light) 

3)signals             high likes  

4)key cards         1403 

5)Q quest           with kings if no Q  return to our major   

6)5NT K quest     with the suit & extras  if you have two bid 7 

7)voidwood           1-4, 0-3, 2 no Q ,2 with Q  

8)1NT forcing      X system off with only maximum 11 

better major transfer system ,also for an overcall valid 

9)lebensohl     to 1NT and  2M weak openings (only from X 2nd) 

10)inverted        X system off (1♣ opening 1♦ can be 3 cards)  

mixed Raise       X  system on invitation with balanced hand  

for the inverted hands after X overcall we start with  XX  

11)1M opening 4 card fit (7-11) or 3 card fit (10-11)   2NT   
1M  (X)  2NT  is either (10-11) or  (12+) 

12)Checkback:two way system  

1m    1M            but             1m       1M 

1NT   2NT=3♣ transfer            1NT      2♣      

                                        2♦       2NT=is invitational   



(2) 

13)all same suit jumps are invitational 10-11  

14)all 4th colours are GF 12 + 

15)all 3rd colours are GF 12 + 

one exception 

example:1♣     1♠     

          2♣     2♦       if the dealer bids 3♣ or 2♠ there is pass 

16)drury:3th and 4th 

answers; 2cl/2d/2NT or 3m/3 other M with 4 card support 

17)all 1NT invitations are mostly made with 8  

18)1M-3M  block  and 1M (X) 3M block  

19)1m-3m   block  and 1m  (X) 3m unbalanced hand invitation 

20)1m  (X)  2NT  5 cards fit and  the worst hand 0-4  

21)slam:3NT is UNSERIOUS and direct Q bids are best hands 

22) 1♥    3♣/3♦ or 1♠  3♣/3♦/3♥   6 card suits 8-11  

23) all doubles  support,penalty,responsive,take out,lightner,lead 
asking to artificial bids and suit showing 

24)1NT  minor transfers 4 way system 

 

 

 

 



(3) 

25)reverse:may be 16-17 so we use toy of sign so as to stop 

26)1NT then 

2nd x=5m+4M  and multi-landy 

4th x=10+ and landy 2cl for majors 

27)1m  (1h)   X=4 or 5 cards spades,2m is inverted hand,2h is 
six cards spades to play,2sp is six cards spades game forcing 

28)2NT (20-21) texas transfer, 4♣=5+5 major 

4♠ =5+5 minor, direct 3NT = natural 

29)1NT        2♣ alert,may have no 4 card major 

2♦/2♥/2♠      3♣/3♦  5+ card minor 

30)smolen only over 1NT opening 

31)2NT minor transfers 3♠ is transfer to 

 3NT answers 4♣/4♦/4♥/4♠/4NT/5NT  

32)  2♣ strong 22+/18+3 losers 2 top honours 5+ cards may bid 
her suit, 2♥ 0-3 ,2NT=8 + hearts  and over 2NT puppet  is still 
valid 

“suit overcall” Pass 4 + X  0-3  

“X overcall”   Pass 4 + XX 0-3  

33)forcing pass :when we are over 23 and  after every   game 
forcing bid 

34)trap pass  



(4) 

35)2♥/2♠ weak openings 8-11  suit has top honours 

2NT asks lenght in side suit in this bidding and forcing  

36)3NT gambling minor opening 4NT gambling 2 minors opening  

37)DEPO-REPO only 

38)ghestem good or bad hands not all hands 

1cl  2cl= majors but if 1cl opening is short then 2d is majors 

2nd seat 3cl is always diamonds and the other major 

39)4NT is quantitative whereever we haven’t given any fit 

40)2/1 rebid of partner’s own colour is Game F 

Exception;1d    2cl 

            2d    3cl there is pass 

41)4♥/4♠  and  5♣/5♦ weak openings  

42) 1♣       1♥ 

     1NT  2NT transfer to clubs 

     3♣    pass may occur 

43)  (1♣)  1♥  (Pass)  2♣    Q-bid %100 fit and 12+                                

                      a)first pass then 2NT  

                        fit 7-11 4 cards or 10-11 3 cards 

                      b)not coming from pass and 2NT  

                        13-14 and natural 



(5) 

44)X to 1M opening XX 10+,better major transfers,2NT fit 

45)X to 1m opening XX 10+,2NT 0-4,3m is unbalanced and jump 
other minor is balanced hand invitational 

46)suit overcall to 1M opening  3M block,2NT invite, Q bid 12+ 

47)suit overcall to 1m opening 3m block,2NT natural, Q bid 12+ 

48) 2♦ multi weak opening 

a) 2♦      2♥    pass correct 

            2♠    pass correct 

            3♣    to play 

            3♥    blocking pass correct 

            2NT  forcing one round asking the hand evaluation 

b) 2♦      2NT forcing: 

   3♣  bad hearts 

   3♦  bad spades 

   3♥  good spades 

   3♠  good hearts 

49)1♠         2♣   alert,can be short 

    2♦        2NT forcing 

50)1♠         2♥ 

    2♠         3♥   6 hearts, zone forcing ,no pass  

 



(6) 

51)1♥         2♣   alert,can be short 

    2♦         2♥ = 3 cards fit and 3♥ = 4 cards fit and slammish 

52)when 4th colour is spade generally we play 

1♣       1♦ 

1♥       1♠= may have 4 cards sp or not 4th colour 12+ 

          2♠=has 4 card spade and 4th colour 12+ 

53)no walsh=but 

1♣       1♦ 

1NT may have a four card major if the club colour is 3 cards 

54)1m opening and the rebid is 2NT to 1M answer  

no Wolff sign off and only Alain Levy transfers  

55)we play GAZILLI for all distributional and average hands 
after 1 major openings and when the below answers are given 

1h    1sp/1NT gazilli sequence starts 

1sp   1NT gazilli sequence starts 

we will alert and explain all details of the consequent biddings 
and when further steps of the system is asked. 
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